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Abstract

A novel charge sensitive preamplifier 3 which has no resistor in parallel with the

feedback capacitor is presented. No external device or circuit is required to discharge

the feedback capacitor. The detector leakage and signal current flows away through the

gate of the first JFET which works with its gate to source junction slightly forward

biased. The DC stabilization of the preamplifier is accomplished by an additional

feedback loop, which permits to equalize the current flowing through the forward

biased gate to source junction and the current coming from the detector. An equivalent

noi_ charge of less than 20 electrons r.m.s, has been measured at room temperature by

using an input JFET with a transconductance to gate capacitance ratio of 4 mS/5.4 pF.

INTRODUCTION

The charge sensitive preamplifier is generally used to amplify signals' delivered by

radiation and particle detectors. In the most simple configuration (figure 1) a resistor RI

is placed in parallel to the feedback capacitor Cy to continuously dimharge it. The
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feedback resistor also establishes a well-defined dc "operating point to the amplifier '

itself. The detector's leakage current flows through Rj,.

As far as the noise is co_'tcerned the feedback resistor introduces its thermal noise,

which can _,e negligible in principle, compared with the shot noi_ of the leakage

currents of the detector (I,) and of the input JFET (i r), if RI is cho_n to be:

2kT
Rs >

q(l,+lr) (I)

in which k, T and q are respectively the Boltzman constant, the temperature in Kelvin

and the electron charge.

In some application, like the high resolution X-ray spectroscopy, the detector and the

JFET are cooled in order to reduce the total leakage current down to 10-_'*A; the

condition (1) would require a huge resistance value for Rs. But very high value physical

resistor, in the range of several GfL present exce_ noise [ 1,2]. So, in this situation, R/

constitutes the main noi_ source limiting the maximum signal to noise ratio of the

system. Another case where the feedback resistor presents difficulties is that one related

to the Silicon Drift Detectors 13,51. These detectors can operate also at room

temperature with high energy resolution because of their extremely low output

capacitance (60 fF) and low leakage current (_ l nA/cm _). These detectors need the

integration of the first transistor of the preamplifier near their output electrode in order

to avoid added stray capacitances. A feedback resistor of relatively high value (200

MfX) is required to be integrated in a small silicon area, without introducing stray

capacitances and exce_s leakage current. Ali these requirements are presently difficult

to satisfy.

In both these cases removing RI from the feedback loop is strictly neces_ry to achieve

the lowest noise. But if RI is taken away, a conventional CSP cannot work

permanently because of the lack of a dc feedback path and the lack of a discharging

path for the feedback capacitor CI: the leakage current from the detector and the input

JFET, together with the signal current from the detector, would charge CI till the

preamplifier reaches the saturation. In the past various solutions have been proposed in
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order to have a CSP worl,dng wi'thout RI" the optoelectronics feedback, the charge

pump through the detector capacitance, the transistor pulsed feedback are some

examples 161.In ali these solutions a comparator senses the preamplifier output voltage

and when it exceeds a threshold value, a certain amount of charge is injected, with

different methods, at the preamplifier input to discharge the feedback capacitor.

In this paper we present a charge sensitive preamplifier dc stabilized without the

feedback resistor, this new configuration doesn't need any additional device and circuit

for resetting.

PRINCIPLES OF OPERATION AND CIRCUIT ANALYSIS

The basic idea of the novel configuration of the CSP is to use the gate to channel

junction of the input JFET as a path for the detector leakage current and for the

discharge of the feedback capacitor.

Let's consider the charge sensitive preamplifier represented in figure 2. An n-channel

JFET is employed and the detector is c(mnected in such a way that its leakage current

can liow through the gate to channel junction at the source end of the gate. A similar

approach can be done by considering the detector connected in the reverse way and the

preamplifier employing a p-channel input JFET.

In figure 3 the output characteristics of a commercial n-channel JFET ate reported both

when the gate to source junction is reverse or forward biased, showing the possibility

for a JFET to work well also in that we can call the "forward bias mode".

Let's consider, figure 4, a conventional schematic configuration for a charge sensitive

preamplifier in which the feedback resistor has been removed. T1, T2 and R constitute

a cascode voltage amplifier, T3 is the voltage follower output stage.. In this circuit the

input JFET is forced to work in forward bias mode by the current coming from the

detector and from that part of the gate-channel junction which is reverse biased. The

voltage at the preamplifier input is a function of the current flowing through the gate to

source diode: for current ranging from 1 pA to 1 nA the dc gate voltage of the tested
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JFET varies approximately from 0.25 V to 0,45 V, The dc voltage gain of this amplifier

is, in first approximation:

Go = v° ---- g. R (2)
Iri

where v0 and vi are the voltage signals at the output and the input respectively and g. is

the transco'lductance of TI. For typical values: g. = 4 mS and R = 1M_, it results

t./o = -4000, therefore, if the dc output voltage has a dynamic range of some volts, the

input voltage dynamic range is limited to few millivolts. Even when no signal is

present, this configuration without Rf is very critical to every variation ef the detector

leakage current, which can vary with the bias voltage, temperature, aging and radiation

damage of the detector itself.

In order to employ the input JFET operating in the forward bias mode, the dc and low

frequency gain of the preamplifier has to be lowered in order to increase the dynamic

range of the dc input voltage up to some hundreds of millivolts,

The modificated configuration in figure 5 makes this effective, A second negative

feedback loop has been introduced between the preamplifier output and the base of T2.

This feedback increases the input resistance at the emitter of T2 to the value'

R =R(R2+R3R2 ) (3)

From a simple analysis it can be derived that the dc voltage gain of this preamplifier is

reduced to:

with g., = 4 _5;, R_= 2.5 Kf_, and R2 = R3 it results Go = - 20, and the dynamic range

of the input dc voltage is increased by two orders of magnitude.

In the frequency range of the signal charge delivered by detectors this preamplifier is

similar to the conventional one. In fact the feedback loop in the second stage is not

effective, due to C, so that the T2 transistor behaves as in the common base

configuration, the main loop gain is high and ali the charge will accumulate on (7/. The
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_k discharge of Ct occurs through the gate-source junction of the input JFET. A detailed

analysis of the circuit brings to the following transfer function:

1

_ = _ "r (5)

s: Go t 'r!
+s + 1 +

where "i" is the input current, z= C; 'rt=R.c t; _-_= +C r ;R_+ R,

with Rz being the dynamic resistance of the gate to source junction and Cr is the total

capacitance between the input and ground, which includes the detector and JFET

capacitances.

Simple expressions of the time constant associated with the two poles can be derived

assuming that these are strongly separated (z, << zt):

Go and "r, = R_ (Ct +C.r)(I-G;) (6)'r, = t"G;--'_-1

where Go = Go 6"/ is the dc loop gain when Re tends to infinity.c:+c¢
The response to an input d_-current i= Q d_(t) is therefore:

I,)f )[ r 1vo(t) Q r,t, r-r, -,-_ _ • (7)= - e . r t - r -t-7
rt-r, 'rr, k.r_'_ )

so v0(0) = - _ and the output voltage decays exponentially with two time constant.
c:

The shorter time constant 1:,can be thorn by the Rs, R._and C values, while the longer

time constant 't"t depends on the total capacitance at the input and on the value of R,,

which can be written as:

kT

'Rs = q (it. + _,) (8)



where It. is the leakage current of the detector and JFET and _, is the mean value of the 4_

signal current from the detector, which can be expresses as:

t, = q f, (9)

where E is the energy deposited in the detector by the photon, e is the mean energy to

create a single signal charge in the detector and f, is the photons rate.

As far as the noi_ is concerned the detector's current and the gate to source current

(which have equal mean value) can be considered as two statistitcally independent

components because of the capacitance Ct, so that the parallel current noise at the

preamplifier input is due to the current I,, = 2 lt` + i,.

PREAMPLIFIER PERFORMANCE

The schematic of the preamplifier u_d for experimentation is shown in figure 6. lt is a

modified standard CSP with the resistor in the feedback loop [1]. With respect to the

circuit of figure 5, an npn emitter follower output stage T4 is added in order to have a

lower output impedance. A bootstrap of the load resistor of the cascode is performed by

means of the capacitor C2. The current source T5 supplies ali the circuit and guarantees

an high load resistance at the emitter of T4. The input JFET is an INTERFET NJ 26 die

glued on a teflon pc board, together with the feedback capacitor of 0.3 pF realized by

two parallel metal strips.

With no detector connected, the input JFET works with the gate to source junction

forward biased at a current equal to the rever_ current of the gate-drain junction.p

The gate voltage was measured by means of an electrometer resulting in

Vr_s=+105 mV confirming the forward bias mode condition.

A calibrated capacitor was u_d to inject a positive 5-like charge at the input. The

response of the preamplifier is shown in figure 7, the risetime is less than 30 nS, the

decay with two time constant is clearly visible, lt has to be pointed out that the longer

time constant decreases with the rate of unipolar injected charge, that is with the

increasing of the mean signal current F, as expre_s by the (6) (8) and (9).
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The equivalent noise charge (E.N.'C.) was measured at room temperature by using a

semi-gaussian shaper with shaping time ranging from 0,25 Its to 10 gs. The

experimental E.N.C. as a function of the shaping time is.shown in figure 8. The E.N.C.

is a decreasing function of the shaping time because the parallel noise contribution does

not dominate with respect to the other noise components. The minimum E.N.C. was

measured to be 19.5 electrons r.m.s, at the maximum shaping time available of 10 Its.

By means of a multiparameters minimum least .square interpolation of the experimental

data with the theoretical expression of E.N.C. [71, it's possible to separate the three

component of the noise, as shown in the figure 8. The parallel white noise, in the

present case with no detector connected at the preamplifier input, corresponds to the

shot noise of a current of 1.5 pA, this is equivalent to the white thermal noise of a

resistor of 30 Gf_ with no excess noise. By knowing the transeonductance gm= 4 mS of

the input FET, the total capacitance at the input was derived by the interpolating

equation, resulting in Cr=5.7pF. The coefficient of the Ill noise [11 is

AI = 1.1× 10-t4 V2, this includes the contribution of the series l/f noise of the input

JFET and the contribution due to the dielectric losses at the preamplifier input. The

E.N.C slope with respect to Cr is derived being 3 electrons r.m.s/pF at the fixed

shaping time of 5 Hs.

CONCLUSIONS

A novel configuration for the charge sensitive preamplifier, which is dc stabilized

without the feedback resistor, has been presented, lt has been shown that a junction"

field effect transistor can be drived by the detector leakage current, operating well with

the gate-channel junction slightly forward biased at the source end of the gate. In the

CSP this biasing mode for the input JFET can be exploited to remove the feedback

resistor with a simple modification to the conventional configuration of the preamplifier

itself. JFETs operating in the "forward bias mode" can be used also as source follower

amplifying stage for integrated electronics on detectors.
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, ' APPENDIX

In the circuit of figure 9 the block G represents the whole preamplifier of figure 5.

Ca is the detector output capacitance. The gate impedance of the input JFET has been

taken into account as the capacitance Ct,, in parallel with the resistance R,. The currents

balance at the input node brings to:

' G

. in which Cr =C_ +C_, and G =G(s)= v,/v i is the voltage gain of the preamplifier as

function of the Laplace complex variable 's'.

In order to derive G(s), in a first approximation, some assumptions has been accepted

for the circuit of figure 5: I) the capacitance existing in parallel to R is negletted, 2) the

current gain fl of T2 and T3 are high enough to neglect their base current, 3) R >> R_.

Let's indicate with v2 and is the signal w_ltage and current at the T2 emitter,

respectively. The voltage gain Vo/Vs from the T2 emitter to theoutput is easily derived:

in which 1:= Rs R3 C and 'r =_ 1+ , g,,a being the T2 transconductance.
R +R3 8.sR

the T2 emitter input impedance results Zs = v--z2= _RR. So, the voltage gain of the whole
i2 G_

, p

preamplifier is:

G(s) = V.,v,= -gm _,'Rt+ Z, Gs (3a)

in which g. is the tran_onductance of the.input JFET and the factor multipling G2 is

the voltage gain vs/v a. From the eq. (la) (2a) and (3a) it follows the transfer function of

the charge preamplifier as espre_d by equation (5).



FIGURE CAPTIONS

Figure 1' Schematic of a conventional charge sensitive preamplifier with the high value

resistor in the feedbai:k loop. 'A' is a transresis_.nce amplifier. The equivalent circuit of

a detector connected .o the preamplifier input is represented,
i
r

J

Figure 2: Charge seasitive preamplifier without the feedback resistor. The input JFET

is forced to operate lwith the gate to channel junction forward biased at the source end
i_

f

of the gate. The leakage current,coming from the detector and from that part of the gate
F
r,

junction which is re,irerse biased, flows toward the source.
i
i
!

Figure 3: Io -Vos =characteristics of a commercial JFET. The gate-source voltage

ranges from the forward bias of +0.4V to the reverse bias of-I.2V in 0.2V step. In the

forward bias mode the gate current is indicated.

Figure 4: Circuital configuration of a conventional CSP. The feedback resistor has been

removed. The detector is connected in such a way to permit its leakage current to flow

into the gate-source junction of T1. This preamplifier cannot work permanently.

Figure 5: Circuital configuration of the novel CSP without the feedback resistor. A

second feedback loop has been introduced between T3 and T2 transistors.

Figure 6: Schematics of the no_"A charge sensitive preamplifier without the feedback

resistor. ,

Figure 7: Time response of the novel CSP to a 5-like charge injected at the input. The

shorter time constant, emphasized in the ;.nsert, is due to the charge of C (figure 5)

while the.longer one; is related to the discharge of the total input capacitance Cr + CI

through the gate-source junction of the input JFET.
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Figure 8: The equivalent no.ise charge of the novel CSP measured at room temperaturet

with respect to the shaping time of a quasi-gau_ian filter. The three components of the

noi_ have been _parated by means of a fitting of the experimental points with the
theoretical ENC expression.

Figure 9: Schematic for the determination of the transfer function v,/i of the

preamplifier. The block G represent the circuit of figure 5.
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